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8TH GRADE GRADUATION
Mrs. Sona Kassardjian Homeroom Teacher

What a landmark year! What an amazing and unforeseen journey the 8th Grade Class
of 2020 has had. From the very first day of school, all faculty and staff have seen the
potential of all our 8 graduates. This academic year, 2019-2020, started off strong with
very few apprehensions and a lot of nervous energy but then came the uncertainty and
the unprecedented times. However, our 8 graduates navigated multiple worlds of
learning and conquered distance learning. This class is diligent and persevered through
a time that in many ways some adults have struggled with. They kept their composure,
absorbed and stayed organized, and found a balance in whatever life brought them,
especially during the past three months.
The quality of their dedication to their education as well as their friendship is
commendable. It amazed us, as educators, as they engaged in class sessions via
Google meets, in their activities, assignments, and projects throughout the year. They
have embraced these times and grasp the true meaning and value of family and
friends. The 8 graduates, Class of 2020, have developed into confident, mature, and
responsible individuals who have the ability to adapt, persevere, and grow in any
situation. C and E Merdinian Armenian Evangelical School is extremely proud of what
the 8th Grade Class of 2020 has achieved and is honored to recognize and celebrate
their success and look forward to their future endeavors.
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5TH GRADE GRADUATES
Mrs. Karinae babakhani Homeroom Teacher

5th graders of 2019-2020 can be described as AWESoME! They are a
hard-working, cooperative group of young minds who strive to learn and
do their best in all that they achieve to do. Independence and
self-motivation guide them through their daily challenges and success.
The cooperation among one another and selfless acts towards others depict
a great level of graciousness to those around them. The kind-hearted and
giving nature displays the growth in character that they have gained over
the course of the year. All in all, an extra-ordinary bunch of young boys
and girls getting ready to leave their elementary years behind and begin
their middle school years!
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KINDERGARTEN RED
Thank you my precious kindergarteners for
an incredible journey. A journey filled with
warmth, happy memories, and all the
learning we have shared throughout the
year! I watched you learn, grow, and
change day by day. My love for you
inspired, guided, and encouraged me to do
my best. We have grown together through
distance learning. Now I feel very proud to
say, you all are ready for first grade.

KINDERGARTEN YELLOW
Kindergarten- Kinder in German means
‘children’ and ‘garten’ means ‘garden’.
Kindergarten is the beginning, the garden full
of hope, full of wonder, and full of possibilities.
We start our year off with a new group of
seeds- seeds that are unique, different,
special, and all beautiful in their own way.
Every single seed needs special care and love
to grow to perfection. Teachers are the
gardeners, who take their time and give their
love to grow such unique seeds and give them
just the kind of care they need.
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I wish for you to always be kind to others,
to our Earth, and to yourself.
I wish for you to put forth your best effort
in everything you do.
I wish for you to be accepting of others and
to appreciate the diversity around you.
I wish for you to embrace your individuality
and not be swayed by others.
but most of all, I wish for you to trust the
Lord with all your heart. And always pray
like you and I did ever day.
Love Always,
Mrs. Marijan Kevorkian

As your kindergarten teacher this year, I was
honored to spend time with each of you,
helping you grow and learn, explore, question,
wonder, and change into the most beautiful of
blossoms. Every moment was magical and
wonderful. I loved hearing you read your first
words and first sentences, solve your math
problems, plant your very own seeds, and
express yourselves. but most of all I loved
seeing the happiness in your eyes every
morning, awaiting a new day full of learning,
adventure, and possibilities.
I am mesmerized by the garden we created
together, and I dare say our garden is one of
the most unique and beautiful gardens there
are. I am happy and proud that I was able to
guide you all in this moment in your lives and
to have been a part of it all. I wish you all only
the best as you embark on the rest of your
journey, but I will ALWAYS be there cheering
you on!
Love Always Your Kindergarten Teacher,
Mrs. Lusine
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PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE
@yr yr;u pari ulla3 siryli ,r]anavardnyr1 #yzi gu ma.;ynk 3a]o.ov;ivn
yv 3aradyv wyrylk 2yr abaca3 /racirnyrovn1 Mi mo-nak5 or 3a]o.ov;yan
cravaganu a,qadankn e1 :o. Asdova/ mi,d ulla3 2yzi a-a]nort 2yr
ka3lyrovn yv qorhovrtnyrovn me]1Masnavor ,norhagalov;ivnnyr gu 3a3dnym
ovsovx[agan gazmin yv ba,d0neov;yan1}yrmacin paryma.;ov;ivnnyrow gu
,norhavorym /no.nyru1
dear 8th grade graduates, today is the conclusion of one chapter in your life
and the beginning of a new one. You have crossed the bridge of middle school
successfully. Your journey in life will lead you to success if you believe in
yourself and have faith in what you can do, follow your dreams, have goals
and pursue them, use your talents, work hard and persevere, never give up
when life becomes challenging, be responsible, and never stop learning. We
are exceedingly proud of you all! It has been an honor and a privilege
watching your progress and success.
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We congratulate our awesome 5th grade graduates as well as our youngest
graduates, the amazing Kindergarteners.
We look forward to their journey in middle and elementary school,
respectively.
Lina Arslanian
Principal
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